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The item pictured here (LNS 19 I) is a lathe-turned and carved elephant 
ivory box made in Spain during the early 5th century AH/early 11th century 
CE. The image is reproduced with the kind permission of The al-Sabah 
Collection, Dar al-Athar al-Islamiyyah.

Dar al-Athar al-Islamiyyah, one of Kuwait’s leading cultural 
organizations, was created to manage activities related to The 
al-Sabah Collection.  The collection includes one of the world’s finest 
assemblages of arts from the Islamic world. The collection consists 
of over 30,000 priceless objects, including manuscripts, scientific 
instruments, carpets, fabrics, jewelry, ceramics, ivory, metalwork and 
glass from countries such as Spain, India, China and Iran.

This year, the annual reports of KIPCO Group companies each feature a 
different key ivory artifact from The al-Sabah Collection. The images 
used within the reports reflect KIPCO’s commitment to protecting and 
promoting Kuwait’s heritage, while helping to build the nation’s future.
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H.H. Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
Amir of the State of Kuwait

H.H. Sheikh Nawaf
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
Crown Prince of the State of Kuwait

ExECuTIvE SuMMARy 2014

2014 Financial Results Summary:
 Increase in total revenue by 23% compared to the same period in 2013
 Increase in total profit by 2.5% compared to the same period in 2013
 Increase in revenues of subsidiaries by 73% compared to the same period in 2013
 Increase of total assets by 10% compared to the same period in 2013, to reach KD 521 million as of December 31st 2014

united Real Estate Company (uRC):
united Real Estate Company (uRC) is one of the MENA region’s leading 
real estate developers. Founded in 1973, and listed on the Kuwait 
Stock Exchange since 1984, uRC primarily operates in the Middle East 
and North Africa (MENA) region through a number of operational 
subsidiaries and investments arms. 

The company’s portfolio includes retail complexes, hotels, resorts, 
residential buildings, high-rise office buildings, as well as mixed-use 
developments. 

Key Achievements in 2014:
 Official Inauguration of “Abdali Boulevard” in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
 Execution of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development “EBRD” contract for financing “Abdali Mall” project, which is the 

first project in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan to be financed by “EBRD”
 Acceleration of sales activities for “Aswar Residences” and “Raouche view at 1090”
 Attained three prestigious international awards which were two MEED awards for Salalah Gardens Mall & Residences, and one corporate 

award as Best Retail Developer in the Middle East by the World Finance Awards
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Interest Coverage Ratio Book value per Share in Fils

Shareholders’ Equity in KD millionTotal Assets in KD million

Indicator Calculations

Gross Margin %    Gross Profit / Revenue

Operating Profit Margin %   Operating Profit / Revenue

Net Profit Margin %    Net Profit / Revenue

Return on Assets (ROA) before Finance Cost Net Profit Before Finance Cost / Total Assets

Return on Assets (ROA) afer Finance Cost  Net Profit After Finance Cost / Total Assets

Return on Equity (ROE)   Net Profit / Equity

Interest Coverage Ratio   Operating Profit / Finance Cost 
Book value per Share    Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of Parent Company / Weighted Average Number of Shares Outstanding

Shareholders Equity    Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of Parent Company

Profit Margins % 

Returns

Leverage

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
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Over the past several years, uRC’s corporate strategy focused 

on creating steady equilibrium between various sources of 

income and on structuring a diversified portfolio of assets 

and businesses to achieve balanced returns that meets 

the Shareholders’ expectations. Accordingly, the Company 

developed assets in different locations throughout the MENA 

region for operations and for sale. 

Our operational assets that underwent development over 

the recent years include a mixed-use retail and hospitality 

project in Salalah, Oman ‘Salalah Gardens’, as well as two 

retail projects in Amman, Jordan, which are ‘Abdali Boulevard’ 

and ‘Abdali Mall’. Salalah Gardens Mall & Residences and 

Abdali Boulevard have been operational since 2013 and 

2014 respectively, while Abdali Mall’s development status 

is well under way for upcoming construction completion. 

Other developments soon to be launched include ‘Aswar 

Residences’, a private residential community in Cairo and 

‘Raouche view at 1090’, an upscale residential building in 

Beirut.

In addition to our strategic vision of diversifying our real estate 

development projects, we aimed to further support, develop 

and strengthen our subsidiaries who specialize in a number 

of different businesses such as contracting, property and 

facilities management, as well as construction and project 

management. This vision was clearly achieved, where we 

witnessed significant growth in those subsidiary revenues 

by approximately 70% in addition to the growth in other 

activities that led to a 23% growth in total revenue and an 

increase in gross profit to reach KD 20 million, compared to 

KD 19.5 million in 2013.

 

Furthermore, over the past few years, uRC’s Executive 

Management diligently worked towards tactically selling 

non-income generating assets, the strategy that enabled 

the company to maintain adequate assets for future project 

development and expansion plans. 

It is noteworthy to mention that in 2014, uRC recorded a net 

profit amount of KD 7.9 million, compared to KD 11.2 million 

in 2013.  This decline was a result of asset re-evaluations 

gains recognized in 2013.

Among other financial results, our total assets increased to 

KD 521 million at the end of 2014, compared to KD 473 million 

during the same period in 2013. Our total equity increased as 

well and was recorded at KD 198 million at the end of 2014.

Dear Shareholders,

I am pleased to present united Real Estate Company’s (uRC) 
Annual Report for the year 2014, which demonstrates our 
company’s continuity in achieving positive financial results and 
our success in diversifying our sources of income and our activities.  

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN

As a result of our financial earnings in 2014, uRC’s Board of Directors 

proposed distributing cash dividends of 5 fils per share. We also 

proposed remuneration to the Board of Directors, amounting to 

KD 90,000 for the 2014 financial year.

The Management Report section of this Annual Report includes 

updates on our current projects under development.  In the 

Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, ‘Abdali Mall’ is the first retail and 

entertainment center of its kind in the Abdali area, and one of 

the largest shopping malls in Jordan. The project is expected to 

be ready before the end of 2015.

In Egypt, improved security and political conditions helped enhance 

and stimulate sales of ‘Aswar Residences’ located in the emerging 

city of New Cairo. This project is a residential community consisting 

of 75 villas, and includes a variety of areas and is scheduled for 

completion during 2015. 

In Lebanon, demonstrating our reach across the MENA region and 

variety in project types, “Raouche view 1090” is uRC’s upscale 

residential building, located directly in front of the famous Raouche 

rocks in Beirut.  The development is expected to be completed 

soon, where the year 2014 witnessed strong signs of demand for 

luxury apartments in the city. 

We are hopeful for security and stability throughout the Arab 

nation for the sake of reviving development and prosperity within 

the region, and to support the economies of all Arab countries. 

Consequently, we plan to continue our strategy during 2015 by 

seeking opportunities that will increase operating income and will 

further reduce non-income-generating assets in our portfolio.  In 

addition, we hope to announce the launch of new and exciting 

projects in the region as part of implementing this strategy.

To conclude, I would like to extend my sincerest gratitude and 

appreciation to our Shareholders for their continued support and 

valued trust. I would also like to commend the sincere efforts of 

uRC’s Executive Management Team, as well as of all our employees, 

subsidiaries and affiliates.

I would also like to extend my wishes of continued prosperity 

and success to the State of Kuwait under the leadership of HH 

the Amir of the State of Kuwait, and HH the Crown Prince of the 

State of Kuwait. 

Sincerely,

Tariq Mohammed AbulSalam

Chairman
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The Mall has already signed with a number of major tenants such 

as Azadea, AlShaya Group and Galaxy Park, as well as World Media 

Holding of Prime Cinemas to operate the Mall’s 9 screen cinema. 

Additionally, the mall’s construction progress and leasing rates 

were according to the plan set for 2014.

A First of its Kind in Jordan’s Capital City
Abdali Mall, Amman

Awarded as ‘Best Retail Project’ by the World Finance Construction 

Awards 2013, Abdali Mall is an iconic shopping mall and the first of 

its kind in the Abdali area, located in the heart of Jordan’s capital, 

Amman. The development incorporates advanced techniques of 

building sustainability which reduce water and energy usage, as 

well as unique open-air features and an aesthetic design.  

The five-story mall covers a total built-up area of over 227,000 

sqm, of which over 57,000 sqm is dedicated to gross leasable 

space. Abdali Mall will introduce large number of international 

brands and retail shops, an entertainment center, 9 screen cinema, 

a food court, a casual dining plaza, a supermarket, in addition to 

five basement floors to accommodate for 2,400 cars. 
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A Private Community in Cairo’s Newest Hub 
Aswar Residences, New Cairo 

Aswar Residences is uRC’s latest project in Egypt, a residential 

community of 75 three-story villas located in the new and 

up-and-coming, city of New Cairo, 40KM from Cairo, Egypt. Each 

three-story villa includes a private garden, basement parking 

and a rooftop seating area. The development was designed to 

incorporate community amenities such as landscaped gardens, 

walking paths, children’s play areas, as well as a clubhouse with a 

gymnasium and an outdoor swimming pool. 

In 2014, Aswar Residences was featured in two real estate 

exhibitions, ‘Amar ya Masr’ and ‘Cityscape Kuwait’, showcasing the 

project among other new residential and hospitality developments 

in Egypt and the region. The project is expected to be completed 

in the second quarter of 2015. 

Iconic Location & Modernity at its Best 
Raouche view at 1090, Beirut 

Situated directly across Lebanon’s iconic Raouche rocks, lies 

Raouche view at 1090, a high-end, exclusive residential building 

in Beirut. The project is an upscale, clean design which introduces 

this exclusive development in one of the region’s most visited 

cities. Comprised of 22 floors, the luxury development includes 

40 apartments and two duplex penthouses. Additionally, the 

building is equipped with a private health club which includes a 

gymnasium, sauna, steam room and indoor swimming pool. The 

building also provides residences a private landscaped garden with 

several amenities such as an outdoor swimming pool, a seating 

area, and a children’s pool.  

Raouche view at 1090 is expected to be complete in the first 

quarter of 2015. 
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SuBSIDIARIES 

united Facilities Management (uFM)

A wholly owned subsidiary of uRC, united Facilities Management 

(uFM) is a leading provider of integrated facilities management 

services across the MENA region for over a decade and was the 

first company in Kuwait to offer fully integrated facilities and 

property management services. 

In 2014, uFM’s received three ISO certifications, ISO 9001, ISO 

14001, and ISO 18001. The company also participated in three 

major conferences and events including FM ExPO 2014 Dubai and 

FM CONFEx 2014 Dubai. Additionally, uFM officially launched its 

branch in the united Arab Emirates, following its expansion into 

Oman and Jordan in 2013. 

Kuwait united Construction Management Company (KuCM)

Kuwait united Construction Management Company (KuCM) 

is a subsidiary of uRC which specializes in providing project 

management services for a range of different sectors. The 

company’s portfolio includes construction projects such as 

Aswar Residences in Egypt, Salalah Gardens Mall in Oman, and 

the American united School in Kuwait as well as the renovation 

project of Radisson Blu Hotel in Kuwait.

In 2014, KuCM was awarded a construction management contract 

worth KD 20 million for the Emergency & Operation Center in 

Al-Ahmadi, and a contract for project management work for 

American united School’s (AuS) second building worth KD 17 million. 

united Building Company (uBC)

united Building Company (uBC) is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

uRC, and is one of Kuwait’s pioneer companies in construction, 

building, contracting and engineering. Classified as a Grade 1 

contracting company since 1984, the company’s portfolio includes 

a range of residential, medical, hospitality, retail and mixed-use 

projects, in addition to a number of high-rise buildings and several 

iconic projects in Kuwait including the Grand Mosque, and Souk Al 

Mutahida and Souk Al Maseel buildings. uBC’s scale of projects 

range from civil construction, to building and maintenance, with 

a focus on expanding into infrastructure work in the near future. 

In 2014, uBC was awarded three substantial contracts, including the 

Fahaheel Medical Center, with a contracting value of KD 2,879,000, 

Public Prosecution Headquarters, worth KD 24,570,000, and the 

Public Welfare & BOT Agency, valued at KD 9,889,000.  

Left:
Grand Mosque, Kuwait

Middle:
Construction of Fahaheel Medical Center

Right:
Al Mutahida Car Park & Commercial Center

CSR & CORPORATE ACTIvITIES

INJAZ-Kuwait

uRC has a long standing partnership with INJAZ-Kuwait, a non-

profit, non-governmental organization (NGO) driven by Kuwait’s 

private sector. The local INJAZ chapter provides educational 

programs on entrepreneurial and leadership skills aimed at 

inspiring and educating youth in Kuwait, which uRC supports 

year on year. The company has provided financial support and 

sponsorship in addition to non-monetary support through various 

volunteer and partnership opportunities.  In 2014, uRC provided 

its retail development, Marina Mall, as a platform for INJAZ-

Kuwait participants to display and promote their products and 

services. Furthermore, uRC promoted the INJAZ-Kuwait program 

internally by encouraging its colleagues to volunteer as mentors 

to participating students. 

OxAdventure 

OxAdventure is another non-profit organization that sprung out 

of an initiative to engage youth in volunteering opportunities 

in underdeveloped, yet beautifully landscaped countries. As a 

supporter of youth, education, and development, uRC was Ox 

Adventure’s Real Estate Partner for their 2014 initiative in Africa, 

OxRwanda.  The initiative focused on a two-week journey to 

Rwanda to assist in the construction and renovation of homes 

and provide educational support to those in need. 

venice Biennale

uRC was the Real Estate Partner for the Kuwait Pavilion 

participating at the 14th International Architecture Exhibition 

of la Biennale di venezia in Italy, which ran from June-November 

2014. Commissioned by the National Council for Culture, Arts and 

Letters (NCCAL), the Kuwait Pavilion‘s theme was 100 years of 

modernity, from 1914-2014. The objective of sponsoring the Kuwait 

Pavilion was to support Kuwait and to increase its’ international 

reach and showcase the country’s history in urban architecture.  

Annual Blood Drive

In 2014, uRC hosted its annual blood drive, aimed at raising 

awareness on the importance of blood donation. The yearly 

initiative was in coordination with the Kuwait Central Blood 

Bank, where uRC invited its colleagues as well as the tenants 

and employees at its headquarters to donate blood. The blood  

drive is organized each year in effort to highlight the importance 

of donating blood, a scarce resource that can potentially save 

countless lives, as well as give back to the community and Kuwait.

Corporate Achievements

In 2014, uRC was awarded with three accolades, two for one of its 

projects and one on a corporate level. uRC’s Salalah Gardens Mall 

& Residences project won both the National and GCC “Leisure & 

Tourism Project of the year” award, as part of the annual MEED 

Quality Awards. Additionally, the World Finance Real Estate Awards 

awarded uRC as the “Best Retail Developer - Middle East, 2014”.  



BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Tariq Mohammed AbdulSalam
Chairman

Sheikh Fadel Khaled Al-Sabah
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Sheikha Bibi Nasser Sabah Al-Ahmed Al-Sabah
Board Member 

Mazen Issam Hawa
Board Member

uNITED REAL ESTATE COMPANy  - S.A.K.P. 
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Consolidated Financial Statements
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Shareholders attending our General Assembly meeting 
will be provided with a draft printed copy of the Financial 
Statements for their approval. To request a copy of the 
Financial Statements before the General Assembly 
meeting, please contact uRC’s Marketing & Corporate 
Communications Department at mcc@urc.com.kw or 
+965 2295 3500 Ext.3670 to arrange this. 

Shareholders can request a copy of the Financial 
Statements to be sent to them by email seven days 
before the advertised date of the General Assembly; 
please contact mcc@urc.com.kw to arrange this.

Shareholders can download a PDF copy of the Financial 
Statements seven days before the advertised date 
of the General Assembly from our company website  
www.urc.com.kw

How to obtain our 2014 Financial Statements:

For further information on our 2014 Financial Statements or for extra copies of this Review, please call +965 2295 3500 Ext.3670
P.O. Box 2232, Safat 13032, Kuwait, Tel: +965 2295 3500 Fax: +965 2241 2141
www.urc.com.kw




